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► What is Digital Switchover?

► One Manchester’s Digital Switchover strategy. 

► An opportunity to reimagine how services are delivered.

► An example approach.

► Q&As.
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What is Digital Switchover?

► Currently two sets of equipment at exchanges:

► Old equipment for transmitting calls using electrical pulses, invented 100+ 

year ago.

► Equipment for internet connections – which can transmit many different 

media types, e.g. video and files – as well as voice calls.

► Expensive maintaining both sets of equipment!

► Digital refers to the way that telephone calls will be sent from a property to a 

local telephone exchange.
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What is Digital Switchover?

► Calls will be switched to use internet technologies similar to those used 

‘behind the scenes’ when you make a call using Skype, WhatsApp and 

similar apps. 

► Calls that have for decades been ‘electrical pulses’ going over the copper 

wire from a property to an exchange - will be turned into ‘packets of data’.

► Essentially all phone lines are becoming internet connections.
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What is Digital Switchover?
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Impact on different types of equipment

Hard wired and alarms systems may not 

work after Digital Switchover because 

they use complicated signals that can 

be unreliable on digital phone lines.

Some office telephone systems may 

be impacted – usually handled by 

IT.

Most standard landline telephones will 

continue to work after Digital Switchover 

because they don’t use any complicated 

signals.
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Introduction

Our Story – Much more than a landlord

Our Purpose – We exist to provide 

quality homes and to shape services 

that improve people’s lives

Our Approach – We look for smart 

collaborations with other partners in our 

communities to understand and 

address local issues



Why?

• The Analogue to digital switchover

• The H&S of our customers

• Service resilience - Progressive 

technology that's future proof

• Additional benefits



Customer Focus

• Co-production – needs led

• Building digital confidence

• Responsive technology

• Learning from COVID19

• Longevity of independence & 

quality of life



How?

• Customer Involvement

• Understand available solutions

• Procurement – getting it right

• Regular lessons learnt sessions 

• Accessible communication strategy

• Pilot – high risk transfer



Next Steps

• Pilot for care leavers

• Focus on wider customers that may 

benefit from the technology

• Consider our development roadmap

• Sharing lessons learned
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► Founded in 2004 

► Experienced management & leadership team

► Head Office in Cumbria with teams all over the UK

► ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 accredited with an A1 Credit 

Rating

► Winner of the 2022 Queens Award for Enterprise

► Advisory Board which includes both 

Dame Esther Rantzen and Sir Norman Lamb

About Alertacall
95%

of customers 

surveyed would 

recommend the 

service to a friend
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Daily contact offered 365 days a year

1) Improve resident

engagement with your

own customer portal

2) Increase digital inclusion

3) No hard wiring or 

WiFi required

4) Whilst reducing social

isolation
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Imagine…

replacing your Warden Call System with this!
Cabling everywhere

WiFi and mobile networks

Intercom bolted to wall

Portable touchscreen, apps, 

messaging, video-calling & 

daily contact option

Pull cord alarm

Modern telecare

options (if desired)

Audio door entry on wall

Portable video door entry

Becomes… Becomes… Becomes… Becomes…
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What it means for a typical sheltered scheme

► Vendor trying to persuade you to 

upgrade the hard-wired intercom 

system.

► A door entry system on the outside.

► An intercom unit in each dwelling.

► Most vendors suggest you run lots of 

cables between all the properties to a 

central place that connects them 

together.
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This is what some might recommend
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Our 3-phase approach:
1. WiFi & Internet - Deploy a commercial-grade 

WiFi network across the scheme. 

2. Touchscreen - provide an 8-inch touchscreen 

to residents. This can receive texts, image 

messages, an ability to report repairs, video 

calling, and access to the OKEachDay

service.

3. Digital video door entry - video calls from 

visitors direct to the resident’s touchscreen 

and via a concierge button monitored by 

Alertacall’s ARC. 
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Phase 1: Unique video door entry 
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Phase 2 – Telecare alarm units  
► New Chiptech alarm units deployed to all or 

some residents allowing the decommissioning of 

the pull cord system. 

► Option to only deploy to residents who want or 

need them

► Only providing wearables to those who will wear 

them can also be a huge cost saving

► Alertacall supplies a range of devices:

► Traditional pendant

► GPS device option - works outside the home 

► Built in falls detector
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Phase 3 – Enhanced fire safety system
► In conjunction with the leading fire safety 

manufacturers, we can deliver comprehensive 

fire safety, whether LD1 or LD2, enabling 

remote monitoring without the need for a 

traditional hard wired system. 

► Deployed alongside our touchscreen enabling 

apt a comprehensive fire safety approach:

► Send messaging around fire alarm testing

► Issue health and safety videos 

► Issue updated fire evacuation plans 

► Emergency evacuation notifications
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Why WiFi?
► Professionally installed hospital grade WiFi is very 

reliable (many critical services rely on WiFi)

► Gateway to improving other services,

e.g. CCTV, smart devices

► Delivers digital inclusion enabling customers to 

have internet access 

► Far lower cost for both implementation and 

maintenance

► Easy to deliver video communications

► Most ‘home’ WiFi issues – are actually internet 

issues!
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Ensuring service continuity

© Alertacall Ltd

► Mains connections and battery back up in the event 

of power cut:

► Door entry

► Fire/smoke detectors

► Touchscreens

► Touchscreen devices tested 365 days a year

► Option of a dual or triple line to mitigate against 

possibility of WiFi dropping

► ARC Platinum TSA accredited

► Guide to ensuring continuity during transition phase 



The right Digital Switchover solution 

meets the needs of several stakeholders

Assets

Housing

IT/Digital engagement

Finance

Health and Safety/Compliance

Residents 

Easy to install

Enables increased communication

Increases digital engagement and future 

proofs for new innovations

Lower cost than hard wired options

Meets all standards, enhanced fire safety

Not institutional, video door entry and video 

calling from your armchair
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Thank you for listening!

And for any questions or follow up, please get in touch: 

Martin Cutbill:

martin@alertacall.com

Tina Lavender:

tina.lavender@onemanchester.co.uk

Jonathan Cohen:

jonathan.cohen@onemanchester.co.uk
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